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INTRODUCTION

The Skyworks Multi-Chip Module-Laminate (MCM-L) package is a system solution that combines both active and passive functions in a compact, efficient module. MCM-L technology is used in most Skyworks Power Amplifier (PA) modules and related applications. The PA module usually consumes a high level of current in an RF system resulting in high heat dissipation and severe thermal-mechanical stress conditions for the package. Special attention to Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design and the assembly of PA modules onto system boards is extremely critical to achieving optimal heat dissipation, stress condition, and operating reliability. This Application Note provides thermal and mechanical background information, specific guidelines for PCB layout design, Surface Mount Technology (SMT) assembly processes, and other related instructions and solutions for effectively mounting Skyworks MCM-L packages onto system boards.

Figure 1 (left panel) shows a complete circuit system in an MCM-L package before overmolding; Figure 1 (right panel) shows the cross sectional construction of a typical MCM-L package based on a 4-layer laminate substrate. Compared to conventional solutions that use individual surface mount semiconductors and a number of passives directly assembled on the PCB, Skyworks MCM-L package solutions offer several advantages.

- Optimal RF matching circuitry through active and passive components
- Localized high density interconnection to achieve a small and efficient package
- Fewer Bills of Material (BOM) for system application
- Simpler system circuit design and shorter development cycle time

Skyworks MCM-L packages allow customers to meet the electrical, mechanical, and thermal performance requirements in a variety of RF applications. In the package application for the RF PA, the active GaAs die is mounted and wire bonded onto a copper die pad. The copper die pad connects through thermal vias to the inner metal layers of the laminate substrate and to the exposed metal center pad of the package (Figure 1). This unique metal structure ensures stable ground paths, low RF inductance, and effective heat dissipation for the MCM-L package. All are critical factors for achieving high PA performance (see Figure 2).
Power Amplifier MCM-L Packages

A power amplifier MCM-L package features a laminate substrate with Land Grid Array (LGA) type perimeter pads and a large exposed center ground pad. Exhibits in Figure 2 show the top and bottom views of a typical Skyworks 4 x 4 mm RF PA module. Skyworks families of MCM-L PA modules are available in a range of body sizes and functionalities.
Besides providing a low inductance ground path, the LGA footprint with a center ground pad offers several thermal-mechanical advantages:

- Improves thermal performance by providing an efficient thermal path to the system PCB
- Enhances board level interconnect reliability with a large ground pad and comparatively large perimeter pads
- Increases impact and drop reliability with a large area of solder connection and a low stand off.
- With appropriate system PCB designs, MCM-L packages provide excellent thermal-mechanical reliability as well as electrical performance for the power amplifiers.

Large Integrated MCM-L Packages

In addition to PA packages, MCM-L packages are also used in integrated modules such as the 13 x 13 mm Single Package Radio (SPR) module (Figure 3A) and other multi-chip modules such as the one shown in Figure 3B. Integrated modules use the same substrate design rules but integrate more semiconductor devices and passive components into the modules for various electrical functions. Though integrated modules usually have larger body sizes, they require less total space on the system board than discrete solutions.

Integrated MCM-L packages feature high counts of devices and SMT components within the modules and larger body sizes. Instead of a single large center ground pad, integrated modules usually divide the ground pad into several sections by the solder masks or use a uniform grid pattern in the solder masks. LGA-type perimeter pads are also used in integrated MCM-L packages. Figure 3 shows integrated modules with the center ground pad divided into grid patterns by the bottom solder mask. Skyworks families of MCM-L integrated modules are available in a range of body sizes and functionalities.

Integrated MCM-L packages possess the same advantages as MCM-L PA modules. With an appropriate system PCB design, an integrated MCM-L package provides excellent thermal-mechanical reliability as well as complex and extensive electrical functions.

THERMAL-MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Thermal Considerations

In an MCM-L package, very little heat is dissipated to the air through the top surface of the mold compound. The major thermal path for heat dissipation from the heat sources on the device (see Figure 4) is the path from the die to the package substrate, to the system PCB, through the PCB surfaces and into the air.

The efficiency of heat dissipation (measured by the device junction temperature) is largely dependent on the thermal resistance of the package and the PCB (including the thermal resistance of the PCB to the ambient air):

\[ T_j = \Delta T_{ja} + T_a = P(R_{pkg} + R_{PCB}) + T_a \]

where,

- \( T_j \) is the junction temperature of the PA
- \( \Delta T_{ja} \) is the temperature difference between the junction and the ambient
- \( T_a \) is the ambient temperature
- \( P \) is the total power dissipation from the PA
- \( R_{pkg} \) is the thermal resistance of the MCM package
- \( R_{PCB} \) is the thermal resistance of the PCB and PCB to ambient air

For a given maximum junction temperature, \( T_{j,\text{max}} \), the maximum power that can be dissipated through the package and the PCB to the ambient air is determined by:

\[ P_{\text{max}} = \frac{T_{j,\text{max}} - T_a}{R_{pkg} + R_{PCB}} \]
This shows that in order to reduce the junction temperature or to dissipate more power from the device, the thermal resistances of the package, the PCB, and the PCB-to-ambient air must be minimized. Thermal resistance of the package is determined by the package size, materials, and structures. In MCM-L package designs, high thermal conductivity die-attach materials are used. Thermal vias and large metal pads are implemented in the substrate (Figure 4) to minimize the thermal resistance and enhance the efficiency of the heat dissipation from the device to the PCB.

![MCM-L Package](image)

Figure 4. Heat Dissipation of a Mounted MCM-L PA Package through the PCB to the Ambient Air

When assembled onto a system PCB, the package center ground pad is soldered to the PCB ground pad for an effective thermal path. Almost all the heat generated from the package must eventually dissipate through the PCB to the air. Since the PCB-to-air thermal resistance is the major portion of the overall thermal resistance, appropriate design of the system PCB and proper assembly of the package onto the PCB are crucial to overall system thermal performance.

The following guidelines should be considered for system PCB designs and board level assembly:

- Optimize the board level assembly process and minimize the voids in the solder joints
- Maximize the common ground copper planes in the PCB at the top and the bottom surfaces. More copper content in the inner layers of the PCB can also help reduce the thermal resistance of the PCB.
- Ensure sufficient thermal vias connect the top and bottom ground copper planes in the PCB. These are most effective when as many thermal vias as possible are placed under the PA ground pad. Effectiveness of thermal vias diminishes when they are placed farther from the package ground pad.
- Minimize the interaction of the PA package with other heat sources on the PCB. Heat sources near the package can increase the PCB temperature and thus increase the ambient temperature. This is especially critical for the double-sided assembly where placement of heat sources should be avoided in the PCB area opposite the PA site. Conversely, passive components on the PCB can increase the efficiency of heat dissipation from the PCB to the air. Passive components placed near the PA package on either side of the PCB can improve the efficiency of heat dissipation from the PA package.
- Increase the contact areas between the PCB and the case, such as the phone case. Heat transfer is much more efficient via conduction than convection. More contact area increases the heat dissipation to the case and eventually to the air.
- In general, a larger PCB area is better for heat dissipation through the PCB to the ambient air. A large PCB should be used if allowable by the system design.

### Mechanical Considerations

MCM-L package footprints are designed to satisfy the requirements for electrical, thermal, and mechanical performance, module and board level assembly, and board-level testing. For mechanical considerations, the footprint was designed to:

- Minimize package stresses during the assembly process and component level reliability testing
- Ensure an easy and robust assembly process for the board level attachment
• Provide sufficiently strong solder joints that will resist the environmental stresses such as impact and thermal cycle stresses in the applications.

MCM-L packages with the LGA-type perimeter pads and large exposed ground pads exhibit excellent mechanical integrity and are tested against JEDEC standards for impact and thermal stress reliability. Results indicate that mechanical reliability is not an issue for packages properly attached to the PCB with the proper metal finish and sufficient solder volume.

**PCB DESIGN GUIDELINES**

MCM-L modules are available in various configurations, both square and rectangular. Figure 5 through Figure 7 show the typical footprints of MCM-L modules with distinctly different pad configuration types.

- **Terminal pads** - can be signal, power, or ground pads. The terminal pads are usually non-solder-mask defined (NSMD).
- **Center ground pads** - usually connected to a single ground metal. The center ground pads are solder-mask defined (SMD). The solder mask may have a single opening or multiple openings with solder-mask webs to separate the ground pads.

*NOTE: All the drawings shown in this Application Note are not to scale and are provided for reference only.*

Figure 5. Footprint and Solder Pad Configuration of 4 x 4 mm, 10-Pad MCM-L PA Module (Top View)
Figure 6 shows a typical pad configuration of a 13 x 13 mm MCM-L integrated module. The center ground pad is divided into several openings using solder-mask web, which allows more control over solder paste deposition and joint formation for the ground pad.

**Figure 6. Footprint and Solder Pad Configurations of 13 x 13 mm, 40-Pad MCM-L Integrated Module (Top View)**

NOTES:
Solder mask pattern pad layout as viewed from top looking through package.
All dimensions are in millimeters.
Figure 7 shows a typical pad configuration of an integrated module in a 10 mm x 10 mm format with the center ground pad divided by a solder-mask grid of uniformly sized openings.

The MCM-L pad sizes and pitches are designed depending on the module size and the required number of I/O pads. The module footprints and the package drawings can be found in the respective data sheet for each module.

Variations to the solder pad configuration and dimensions in the PCB design have to be made in accordance with the module footprint characteristics in order to meet the specific design of MCM-L footprints. Nevertheless, the following PCB design recommendations should be used as guidelines for all MCM-L module applications. PCB design for a specific MCM-L module, including PCB metallization and solder mask openings, can be found in the respective module data sheet.

**PCB Terminal Pads**

To enhance SMT assembly yield and solder joint reliability, PCB metallization design of the peripheral terminal pads should align the inside edge of the PCB pad (heel) with the inside edge of the corresponding module terminal pad. The outside edge of the PCB pad (toe) should be stretched 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm beyond the outside edge of the corresponding module pad.

Figure 9 shows a typical PCB design for mounting a MCM-L module. Extension of the terminal pads on the PCB accommodates certain misalignments during the SMT process. More importantly, the outside stretch of the pad creates a solder buffer zone to compensate for variations in solder volumes and module standoffs. This solder buffer zone also creates a small solder fillet (Figure 8), which is visible to
solder joint inspections. The width of the peripheral PCB pads should equal the width of the corresponding module pads. Solder mask should be pulled back 0.05 mm from the terminal pad on all sides to create Non-Solder Mask Defined (NSMD) pads (see examples in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11).

Figure 8. Visible Solder Fillets by the Land Pad Extension
Figure 9. PCB Metallization, Solder Mask Opening, Suggested Paste Stencil Design – 4 x 4 mm, 10-Pad MCM-L Power Amplifier Module
Figure 10. PCB Metallization, Solder Mask Opening, Suggested Paste Stencil Design – 13 x 13 mm, 40-Pad MCM-L Integrated Module
Figure 11. PCB Metallization, Solder Mask Opening, Suggested Paste Stencil Design – 10 x 10 mm, 68-Pad MCM-L Integrated Module
PCB Center Ground Pads

The PCB center ground pad serves three major functions: electrical ground, thermal heat sink, and mechanical support. Ground pad size and soldering quality (such as the wetting and voids) directly affect the ground pad functions. Dimensions of the center ground pad should be designed as large as possible. The center ground pad should be well connected to the terminal ground pad and the common ground plane of the PCB to optimize its functions. However, a minimum clearance of 0.25 mm between the center ground pad and the terminal pads is suggested to avoid solder bridging.

The three design types of solder mask openings in the center ground pads are:

1. **Single solder mask opening** – The solder mask opening for the PCB center ground pad should equal the solder mask opening for the center ground pad of the corresponding MCM-L module (Figure 5 and Figure 9).

2. **Multiple solder mask openings of different sizes** – The solder mask openings of the PCB should match the module solder mask openings in number and in pattern. While the module center ground pad may have solder mask openings of various shapes and dimensions, the pattern of solder mask openings on the PCB should match the solder mask openings on the MCM-L module (Figure 6 and Figure 10).

3. **A solder mask grid with uniformly sized openings (0.875 x 0.875 mm solder mask openings and 0.125 mm solder mask webs)** – The PCB solder mask grid for the center ground pad is usually eliminated for better solderability. Therefore, the PCB solder mask opening for the center ground pad is a single opening of dimensions equal to the outlines of the module solder mask grid (Figure 7 and Figure 11).

The respective data sheet of each MCM-L module provides the drawings and dimensions for the PCB and stencil designs. To get the best results, designers should follow the instructions and suggestions in the data sheet of each specific package.

Thermal Vias

To improve thermal and electrical performance of a mounted MCM-L package, an array of thermal vias placed on the area of the ground pad should be connected to the internal and bottom common ground copper planes of the PCB. The number of vias is based on via configuration and the thermal and electrical requirements of the particular module under consideration. In general, there is a direct correlation between the thermal via cross-sectional area and the heat dissipation rate. However, large and excessive thermal vias may introduce more voids in the solder joint and actually reduce overall heat dissipation performance.

Recommended thermal vias are 0.30 mm to 0.33 mm in diameter, and via barrels should be plated with 1 oz. of copper to plug the vias. The thermal via array should be arranged evenly with a pitch of 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm, depending on the form factor of the package. For the exposed region of the ground pad, if the plating thickness is not sufficient to effectively plug the barrel of the via when plated, solder mask should be used to cap the vias with a minimum dimension equal to the via diameter plus 0.1 mm. This will prevent solder wicking through the thermal via during the soldering process, resulting in voiding.

Another way to plug thermal vias uses solder mask tenting on the bottom of the copper plane. Solder mask tenting must completely cover the vias. An example of this solder mask coverage is shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12. Optimal Bottom Copper Pad with Thermal Via Array Tented by Solder Mask

Microvia PCB is becoming a popular alternative to fine-line routing. Microvias allow for via-in-pad technology, which reduces or eliminates traces routed between attachment pads. This allows more relaxed solder mask tolerances, reduces possibilities of exposed conductors, and larger assembly pads. However, dimensions and structures of the microvias vary significantly depending on the PCB manufacturing processes. The thermal microvia array must be determined by cross-area analysis and actual experiments performed on the specific microvia PCB.

**Inner and Bottom Copper Pad**

Complete connection of the inner and bottom copper pads to the large common ground plane is recommended for the PCB heat sink to maximize heat dissipation from MCM-L package. This simple layout design is important and should be used effectively. The bottom copper pad should be free of interaction with other components on the PCB and completely covered by solder mask to tent the thermal via array (Figure 12).

**SMT ASSEMBLY GUIDELINES**

Control of solder paste volume and the solder reflow process is critical for SMT assembly of MCM-L modules onto the PCB. Stencil thickness and aperture openings should be adjusted according to the optimal solder volume. The following are general recommendations for SMT mounting MCM-L modules onto the PCB.

**Stencil Design**

MCM-L PA packages can be SMT reflowed onto PCB boards using a range of stencil thicknesses from 0.10 mm to 0.15 mm. For packages with terminal pad pitch equal to 0.5 mm or less, a 0.10 mm stencil is recommended. However, if a 0.15 mm stencil must be used due to the solder paste volume required by other PCB components, it is recommended to reduce the apertures (use the low end of the aperture opening sizes listed in Figures 10 and 11) to avoid excessive paste.

**NOTE:** An excessive reduction in aperture size will increase the area ratio, thus reducing the paste-transfer efficiency. (The area ratio of an aperture is defined as the ratio of the area of the aperture walls to the area of the aperture opening.)

Generally, printing performance is affected when the area ratio is greater than 1.30, though good paste-transfer uniformity can be successfully obtained with more accurate calculations and careful stencil design.

For larger MCM-L modules (such as the 13 x 13 mm package shown in Figure 6) that have peripheral and center solder pads larger than the 4 x 4 mm and 3 x 3 mm packages, a 0.15 mm thick stencil is recommended to maintain sufficient standoff, though a 0.125 mm and
0.10 mm thick stencil can be used. For packages with small pitch, such as the 0.5 mm pitch MCM-L module shown in Figure 7, thinner stencil (0.10 mm) should be used to reduce the solder paste volume on the terminal pads and prevent solder shorting.

In all cases, the stencil aperture openings for the terminal pads should be equal to or smaller than the corresponding pad metallization on the PCB. The aperture opening reductions should be evaluated and determined according to the thickness of the stencil used in the assembly process.

Previously under “PCB Design Guidelines”, and as shown in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 for PCB metallization, extending the peripheral pads beyond the edges of the package produces solder joint fillets that can be inspected visually (Figure 8). Because the stencil apertures for the peripheral pads are extended accordingly, this PCB pad design further improves the solder paste release. To ensure efficient solder transfer, stencil apertures should be designed with tapered walls. Paste transfer efficiency as high as 80% can be achieved using 5 degree-tapered walls with the larger opening sides toward the PCB. A stainless steel, laser cut, and polished stencil is suggested for all assemblies. Circular features on the stencil apertures for the land pads should be avoided as it greatly reduces the paste transfer efficiency.

Generally, as stencil thickness increases, aperture openings for the large center ground pads should be reduced. The first method to reduce the solder volume uses a single stencil aperture with a reduced aperture opening. Depending on the stencil thickness (and the thermal via configurations), the stencil opening can be reduced by 20% to 50% of the total area of the exposed PCB ground pad. (After reduction, the stencil opening is 50% to 80% of the exposed area of the PCB ground pad.) Figure 9 shows the calculated aperture dimensions versus the dimensions of the exposed area of the center ground pad for the 4 x 4 mm package when a thick stencil is used. This method works well with smaller aperture sizes but may produce insufficient solder volume on large openings when printing with a polyurethane squeegee.

An alternative method uses webs in the stencil aperture to split a large aperture into smaller windows. The total aperture area (the sum of all the window areas) should equal the area required for the total aperture, which is 50% to 80% of the exposed metal area of the PCB ground pad. This method is shown in Figure 9 as the second approach of the stencil design.

If a polyurethane squeegee is used with either method, the squeegee hardness level should be between 80 and 95 on the Shore A scale. Print parameters, such as print speed, print pressure, and print gap can be adjusted to accommodate the different solder paste rheologies.

For MCM-L modules that have a webbed solder mask pattern for the center ground pad, the stencil aperture should be designed individually for each exposed area. The size of each aperture should equal 70% to 100% of the corresponding exposed metal area on the module depending on the stencil thickness, using the low end of the aperture opening sizes when a thinner stencil is used.

There are cases of the solder mask for the MCM-L module center ground pad is designed with a uniform grid pattern. The stencil design should replicate the grid pattern with a stencil aperture size of 70% to 100% of the corresponding window size in the grid in the module solder mask. It should be pointed out that when the solder mask for the module center ground pad is designed with a grid pattern, the solder mask for the PCB center ground pad can use a single opening without the grid pattern. However, for the stencil, the grid pattern should be used whenever the module solder mask has a grid pattern.

The recommendations of PCB metallization patterns, solder mask-opening designs, and stencil aperture geometries and dimensions are all provided in MCM-L modules data sheets. In the PCB and stencil design process, the information in the data sheets should be reviewed carefully and applied properly.

**Solder Paste**

The most critical issue related to assembly materials and process parameters is the proper fluxing of the attachment surfaces and the creation of proper metallurgical bonds during the SMT reflow process.

Solder paste characteristics that are important from a process perspective include the solder powder particle size, metallurgy, slump, temperature and humidity sensitivity, solder content, type of flux residue, viscosity, and the propensity for solder balling. No-clean eutectic solder pastes with high metal content are used widely in mobile terminal PCB assembly. The choice of the particle size used in the solder powder for area array is dependent on the device pitch. As the device pitch decreases, the aperture size will shrink and a smaller particle size solder paste may be required. In most MCM-L modules, Type III solder paste will result in proper paste printing and solder joints. For fine pitch modules, such as the 0.5mm pitch MCM-L modules, Type IV paste should be considered.

**Moisture Sensitivity**

Skyworks’ manufacturing procedures for MCM-L packages minimize the effects of moisture absorption and associated problems. Packages that are sensitive to moisture absorption are baked and vacuum packed for shipping with a desiccant and a humidity indicator.
card. It is highly recommended that procedures for handling moisture sensitive devices shall follow the Joint Industry Standard Institute for Printed Circuits IPC/JEDEC J-STD-020. Parts maintained within the specified humidity and temperature limits must be used in reflow manufacture prior to the MSL set time limit marked on the dry bag. Parts that have been exposed to the open air longer than the allowed time as indicated by the MSL on the dry bag, must as a general rule, be removed from the reel and baked for 8 hours at 125 °C before reflow.

Another important aspect is the heating profile used for the reflow soldering process. The majority of Skyworks products are reliable up to a maximum of 260°C reflow temperature. The MSL and peak temperature rating for which the product is qualified is printed on the moisture barrier bag. Always observe the moisture caution label on the dry pack prior to setting up storage conditions and developing solder reflow profiles.

Parts removed from the dry pack and not used immediately, should always be stored in a nitrogen dry cabinet. Skyworks provides a simple chart (for products qualified to MSL3), which could be used to determine the appropriate handling and storage method (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Use?</th>
<th>Drying Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In dry Bag</td>
<td>&lt; 12 months since seal date</td>
<td>AND &lt; 40 °C / 90% RH</td>
<td>OK to use</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In dry Bag</td>
<td>&gt; 12 months since seal date</td>
<td>OR &gt; 40 °C / 90% RH</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Bake minimum 8 hours @125 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short duration exposure</td>
<td>&lt; 168 hours total since bake OR opening of dry pack</td>
<td>AND &lt; 30 °C / 60% RH</td>
<td>OK to use</td>
<td>Room temperature desiccation for 5x exposure time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dry box @ 25 ± °C / &lt; 10% RH for 5 x exposure time OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bake 8 hours @ 125 °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long duration exposure</td>
<td>&gt; 168 hours total since bake OR opening of dry pack</td>
<td>OR &gt; 30 °C / 60% RH</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Bake minimum 8 hours @125 °C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: For this exposure condition, drying is not required before use; however, if drying is preferred (before use or dry packing) these 3 drying methods can be used.

**SMT Reflow Profile**

Due to the nature of the solder pad configuration, a wave solder process shall not be used during soldering assembly of Skyworks MCM-L packages. Common IR or convection reflow SMT processes shall be used for the assembly. Standard SMT reflow profiles, as shown in Figure 13 through Figure 17, can be used to surface mount the MCM-L packages onto the PCB. A range of recommended parameters for the SMT reflow profiles is listed in Table 2 through Table 6. Typically, the paste manufacturer’s recommendations should also be considered to determine the proper reflow profile.

**NOTE:** Maximum peak temperature for each part can be found in the device technical specification data sheet.

In all cases, a temperature gradient of 3 °C/sec, or less, should be maintained to prevent warpage of the package and to ensure that all joints reflow properly. Additional soak time and slower preheating time may be required to improve the out-gassing of solder paste. In addition, the reflow profile depends on the PCB density and the type of solder paste used. The user should make final adjustments of the reflow profile according to their applications conditions. Standard no-clean solder paste is generally recommended. If another type of flux is used, removal of flux residual may be necessary. If solder balling occurs during reflow, the paste aperture may be decreased to reduce the amount of paste deposited to the PCB. In addition, nitrogen may be used to help counteract the tendency of the paste to form solder balls.
Figure 13. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 225 °C

Table 2. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 225 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Convection or IR/Convection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average ramp-up rate</td>
<td>3 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preheat Temperature 125 (±25) °C</td>
<td>120 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature maintained above 183 °C</td>
<td>60 to 150 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between 220 °C and 225 °C (peak temperature)</td>
<td>10 to 20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak temperature range</td>
<td>225 (+0/–5) °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-down rate</td>
<td>6 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from 25 °C to peak temperature</td>
<td>360 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 14. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 235 °C

Table 3. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 235 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Convection or IR/Convection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average ramp-up rate</td>
<td>3 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preheat Temperature 125 (±25) °C</td>
<td>120 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature maintained above 183 °C</td>
<td>60 to 150 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between 230 °C and 235 °C (peak temperature)</td>
<td>10 to 20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak temperature range</td>
<td>235 (+0/–5) °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-down rate</td>
<td>6 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from 25 °C to peak temperature</td>
<td>360 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 15. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 240 °C

Table 4. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 240 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Convection or IR/Convection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average ramp-up rate</td>
<td>3 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preheat Temperature 175 (+25) °C</td>
<td>60 to 180 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature maintained above 217 °C</td>
<td>60 to 150 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between 235 °C and 240 °C (peak temperature)</td>
<td>10 to 20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak temperature range</td>
<td>240 (+0/-5) °C or 235 (+5/-0) °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-down rate</td>
<td>6 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from 25 °C to peak temperature</td>
<td>480 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 16. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 250 °C

Table 5. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 250 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Convection or IR/Convection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average ramp-up rate</td>
<td>3 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preheat Temperature 175 (+25) °C</td>
<td>60 to 180 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature maintained above 217 °C</td>
<td>60 to 150 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between 245 °C and 250 °C (peak temperature)</td>
<td>10 to 20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak temperature range</td>
<td>250 (+0/–5) °C or 245 (+5/–0) °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-down rate</td>
<td>6 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from 25 °C to peak temperature</td>
<td>480 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 17. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 260 °C

Table 6. Typical SMT Reflow Profile for Maximum Temperature = 260 °C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Convection or IR/Convection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average ramp-up rate</td>
<td>3 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preheat Temperature 175 (±25) °C</td>
<td>60 to 180 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature maintained above 217 °C</td>
<td>60 to 150 seconds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time between 255 °C and 260 °C (peak temperature)</td>
<td>10 to 20 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak temperature range</td>
<td>260 (+0/-5) °C or 255 (+5/-0) °C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramp-down rate</td>
<td>6 °C/second max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from 25 °C to peak temperature</td>
<td>480 seconds max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
During the assembly process, the PCB must be supported properly to ensure board flatness. Typically, supports under the board are provided at each workstation but are not always available in the conveyor system. When thin or large boards are populated with components, the weight of the board itself plus the weight of the components may deform the PCB in reflow and cause board sagging. This effect may shift the component from its designated location on the board after placement. Consequently, there is a large variation in solder joint height, which increases the potential for solder joint defects such as bridging and opens. In general, carriers need to be designed and used for large or thin boards in order to ensure proper board flatness.

Although a certain amount of voids are acceptable in the solder joint, solder coverage on the center ground pad should be greater than 80% to ensure electrical, thermal and mechanical performance. In general, 20% voiding distributed across the entire center pad as small voids should NOT be an issue. However, a single (or multiple) large void(s) underneath the thermal vias can be detrimental to the performance of the module. Acceptable solder coverage can be seen in the x-ray images in Figure 18, Figure 19, and Figure 20.

![Figure 18. Solder Coverage at Center Ground Pad – Mounted 3 x 3 mm, 8-Pad MCM-L Power Amplifier Module](image)

![Figure 19. Solder Coverage at Center Ground Pad – Mounted 13 x 13 mm, 40-Pad MCM-L Integrated Module](image)

![Figure 20. Solder Coverage at Center Ground Pad – Mounted 10 x 10 mm, 68-Pad MCM-L Integrated Module](image)
REWORK GUIDELINES

Due to the nature of MCM-L land pads, retouch can be difficult. By extending the pads 0.1 mm to 0.3 mm beyond the package edge, some localized retouching can be performed but it is generally recommended to remove the package from the PCB after any opens or shorts are determined. Furthermore, rework of MCM-L modules can be a challenge due to the small package size. In most applications, MCM-L modules will be mounted on smaller, thinner, and denser PCBs that introduce further challenges due to handling and heating issues. Since reflow of adjacent parts is not desirable during rework, the proximity of other components may further complicate this process. A checklist and general procedures are provided to achieve an optimal rework/removal and replacement.

1. Prior to rework, X-ray, serialize and data log the failed part. This helps to confirm the part status prior to rework and for part failure analysis (FA) after removal.
2. Minimize moisture content by baking the system board/PCB assemblies at 125 °C for a minimum 8 hours before starting the removal or replacement process.
3. All Skyworks parts adhere to IPC/JEDEC J-STD-020 and IPC/JEDEC J-STD-033. MSL guidelines should be strictly followed to achieve optimum results. The MSL rating of the part can be obtained from the caution label on the dry pack.
4. Peak temperature of a part should not exceed its recommended maximum temperature. Temperature information is stated on the caution label on the dry pack. (Temperature is measured on the top of the package using a thermocouple and temperature recorder).
5. Rework tools, heating profiles, and operating parameters are customer or application specific, which should be characterized for optimum results.
6. Control the heating rate within the range of 3 °C to 5 °C/sec; the heating rate should not exceed 5 °C/sec for best rework results. Total heating time should be a minimum of 120 seconds. This can be achieved by using a rework station and monitoring the profile using thermocouples.

NOTE: When reworking adjacent packages or other parts or components in close proximity to the MCM-L package (on the same side or the opposite side of the system board), care must be taken to avoid overheating the MCM packages from excessive heat applied during a relatively less controllable manual rework process. This becomes particularly critical if a small MCM-L package, such as a 3 mm x 3 mm or a 4 mm x 4 mm, is very close to a bigger device undergoing rework. In such cases, appropriate shielding should be used to prevent any damage to the package or reflow of its solder joints.

MCM-L Module Removal

To reflow the solder joints that attach the package to the PCB, ideally the reflow profile for removing the package should be the same as that used for part attachment. However, the time above liquidus can be reduced as long as the reflow is complete.

In the removal process, a convective heater is recommended to heat the bottom side of the board and hot gas, or air, to heat the topside of the component. Special nozzles should be used to direct the heat in the component area to minimize heating of adjacent components. Excessive airflow should also be avoided, as this may cause the MCM-L modules to skew or overheat. Figure 21 shows a typical temperature profile at the PA solder pads during removal for the SnPb eutectic solder. The solder joints will melt above 183 °C and the component can be readily removed from the PCB assembly.
When the joints have reflow, the vacuum liftoff should automatically engage to pickup the part, or the part should be picked up with tweezers. Do not twist or tilt the component during the removal process. If resistance is encountered during pickup, be careful not to force the package off the board, which may damage the package as well as the system board. In such instances, the heating profile setup needs to be verified.

NOTE: If heating conditions are not properly controlled during manual hot removal from the PCB assembly, the integrity of the MCM-L package can be damaged from overheating. MCM-L modules removed in this manner should not be reused and may not be suited for further functional examination (FA). If failure analysis of the mounted device is required, it is strongly recommended that the low heat method, stated above, be employed. Alternatively, for optimal preservation of the failure mode, mechanical methods such as cutting or grinding can be used to remove the MCM-L module. This will preserve component package integrity and help identify actual failure mechanisms.

PCB Pad Redress
After the component has been removed, the site and solder pads need to be properly cleaned. It is best to use the combination of a blade-style conductive tool and a desoldering braid. The blade width should be matched to the maximum width of the footprint, and the blade temperature should be low enough to not cause damage to the system board. Once the residual solder has been removed, the land pads should be cleaned with a solvent. The solvent is usually specific for the type of paste used in the original assembly and the paste manufacturer’s recommendations should be followed.

Solder Application
In general, the rework process should follow the same SMT guidelines as those recommended in the previous sections. However, in situations where the stencil printing is not practical, rework of MCM-L modules may require extra steps.

1. PCB Pre-coating
   A uniform and precise deposit can be achieved only if a miniature stencil specific to the component is used. When a stencil is used, the stencil aperture should be aligned with the pads under a microscope with 50x to 100x magnification.

   The stencil should then be lowered onto the PCB and the paste deposited with a small metal squeegee blade. Blade width should be the same as the package width to ensure a single pass paste deposit to avoid any overprinting. The stencil thickness and aperture size and shape should be the same as that used for the original assembly. Due to the small standoff of MCM-L PA modules, no-clean flux should be used.

   Due to the densities the components on the PCB and the keep-out areas required for the stencil, use of the stencil may not always be possible and solder wire may be used. A sharp-tipped soldering iron should be used with a solder wire to replenish approximately equal amounts of solder on each of the relatively small, finely-spaced MCM peripheral pads. Use of a microscope

Figure 21. Typical Temperature Profile (SnPb Eutectic Solder) at the Solder Pads During Rework of MCM-L PA Modules
may be necessary. Only one pad at a time should be replenished with solder. Be careful to avoid bridging of adjacent pads. The PCB should NOT be exposed to prolonged heating.

2. New Package Pre-coating
   
   When stencil printing is not possible and solder wire is used, solder coating on the packages should also be performed. All package pads should be solder-coated using a soldering iron and small diameter solder wire. Place just enough solder so that the solder finish is raised above the solder mask next to the pad. Make sure that the solder volume is consistent across all pads.

   When a stencil printing is used to deposit the solder paste on the PCB, solder coating on the package is not required.

   NOTE: Excessive solder at the center pad(s) will cause the part to float up during replacement. Carefully add an appropriate amount of solder at the center pad. Operator experience and skill is critical.

New Package Placement

If stencil-printing paste is not used, a thin coating of liquid flux should be applied over the pre-coated pads on the PCB before placing the package.

A split-beam optical system should be used to align the package to the PCB. This method will form an image of the land pad overlaid on the mating footprint and aid in proper alignment. The placement machine should have the capability of allowing fine adjustments in the X, Y, and rotational axes.

When a split-beam optical system is not available, carefully place the package by hand. Alignment, in this case, should be done under a microscope of 50x to 100x magnification.

New Package Attachment

The reflow profile developed during original attachment or removal should be used to attach the new component. Since all reflow profile parameters have already been optimized, using the same profile will eliminate the need for thermocouple feedback and reduce operator dependencies. When the original reflow profile is not available, follow these steps for the attachment process.

1. Preheat the PCB so that the top of the board measures 100 °C to 125 °C

2. Using a top side hot-air nozzle, run a reflow profile with the similar heating rate as that shown in Figure 21 until the solder joints reach visible melting

3. Allow the solder to remain melted for 30-60 seconds

4. Turn off the heat and allow the package to cool to room temperature.